
Cycle of washing

Daily maintenance

Dirt on the fabric is hard to find.
Rain and wind contain dirt in the atmosphere, 
so it attaches our wear.
If left untreated, water repellency and moisture 
permeability will decrease.
By frequently washing in the right way, it can 
be kept original function longer.

After using, please wipe off dirt on the surface 
with a towel that has been squeezed well.
After that, hang it on a thick hanger, dry it at a 
well-ventilated place out of direct sunlight, 
and store it in that state.

Washing by hands
RS TAICHI rain suits are designated to be 
hand-washed on the washing label.We don’ t 
recommend using a washing machine 
because of the structure of the fabric.The rain 
suit is given waterproof coat on the inside.
In addition, the back of the sewn area is sewn 
with something called seam tape.  In this way, 
the structure consists of laminating different 
materials, so using a washing machine 
significantly reduces durability.

How to wash

Check the washing 
label.Please check it before 
washing because the 
method and detergent differ 
depending on the product.

Washing according 
to the indication About rinse

Use liquid, neutral detergents, 
or detergents specifically 
designed for waterproof 
products. Wash by hands with 
pushing.

It needs to be rinsed well with 
long time because waterproof 
fabric is hard to get the effect of 
rinse compared with usual fabric.
If the detergent remains, it will 
cause the water repellency to 
decrease, so wash it off well.



How to dry

Water repellent treatment

Rainwear 
maintenance

Please wipe the water off with a dry towel 
like pushing.It’ s good to push the towel but 
please don’ t squeeze and rub hardly.
After that, dry it at a well-ventilated and 
shade place out of direct sunlight.

If you feel a decrease in water repellency, you can 
restore it by applying water repellency treatment.

① Using a water repellent spray

② Using an iron

Please use fluorine-based water repellent spray and 
spray it evenly over the whole.
Stains will be caused by spraying too much in one place 
so, please separately spray 4~5times while drying.
Please never use silicone spray because it makes a film 
on the surface and breathable function will decrease.

By sandwiching the cloth and then lightly 
ironing(the lowest temperature 
80~120℃), the water repellent function 
will be recovered.
Please don’ t press hard at the stepped 
part where the fabric overlaps and 
drawcord and fastener to prevent 
damaging coating or seam tape.

To use the rain suit for a long time…
Avoid heat and humidity 
and hang it on a hanger

A rain suit is not good at 
ultraviolet rays.
Please hang it on a thick hanger 
and keep it at a well-ventilated 
and shade place out of direct 
sunlight.
Please avoid keeping it at a place 
with heat and humidity like under 
a seat, helmet in space to prevent 
deterioration such as hydrolysis.

Waterproof 20,000mm and breathable 10,000g / ㎡ / 24h

DRYMASTER construction (high function fabric with 

waterproof and breathable)

It prevents rain from entering when riding and keeps the 

inside of the wear comfortable by releasing wetness.

①The fabric of outside it is attacked rain directly is given water repellent processing to prevent 
rain from seeping in.
②The fabric of inside is coated by special polyurethane and the body is kept out of contact with 
rain.These 2 phases of processing of waterproof and water repellent protect from rain and wind.
Rain is prevented by attaching seam tape or crimping to the needle holes for sewing fabric.

RSR048 DRYMASTER RAIN SUIT

Color: BLACK, CAMOFULAGE, URBANCAMO, YELLOW

Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sweat or sebum that adheres 
to the backside cause 
deterioration of polyurethane 
that is used coating.
We recommend washing 
regularly and always keep 
clean after using.
By doing so, you can use it for 
a long time

Keep the fabric out of 
contact with chemicals 
such as desiccants, 
preservatives and 
deodorants.

Always keep clean

DRYMASTER RAIN SUIT
While being reasonable, it is equipped with basic 

functions necessary for riding a motorcycle. Adjuster on 

arm and waist to prevent flapping, pocket it’ s easy to 

access, a bag to pack compactly.

RSR046 RAINBUSTER RAIN SUIT

Color: BLACK, NEON YELLOW

Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

RAINBUSTER RAIN SUIT

Avoid touching 
chemicals

RS TAICHI rain suit is given 2 phases of waterproof processing.
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